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Abstract 
River confluences are locations in the fluvial network where two incoming flows, often with distinct 
chemical, thermal, and physical properties, converge and start to mix.  The degree of mixing that occurs 
within a confluence influences ecological and water quality conditions locally as well as farther 
downstream.  Nevertheless, variations in rates and patterns of mixing at confluences under different 
flow conditions are poorly understood.  This study examines the influence of momentum flux ratio, total 
discharge, and density differences between incoming flows on mixing at a small stream confluence.   
Temperature data reveal that rates and patterns of mixing depend on event-specific combinations of the 
three factors.  The bottom part of the mixing interface at this asymmetrical confluence is generally 
distorted towards toward the mouth of the lateral tributary by strong helical motion associated with 
curvature of flow from the lateral tributary as it turns to become aligned with the direction of the 
downstream channel.  As the relative contribution of lateral momentum flux from the tributary 
increases, velocities of flow from the lateral tributary tend to increase, the mixing interface is deflected 
away from the tributary mouth, and helical motion from the curving tributary flow extends over most of 
the channel cross section within the confluence.  These conditions enhance lateral mixing. Total 
discharge and flow depth are negatively correlated with mixing rates, suggesting that that rates of 
mixing over the fixed control volume at the confluence is inversely related to the scale (volumetric rate) 
of flow.  Density differences between incoming flows may influence mixing under certain conditions, but 
overall appear to be less important than momentum ratio and total discharge.  Results confirm that 
although mixing rates within the region of confluent flow interaction can be highly variable among flow 
events with different incoming flow conditions, in general the length scales are small and rates of mixing 
are large at this small confluence e compared to those typically documented at large river confluences.    
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1. Statement of Problem  
Confluences are locations in drainage networks where flows from two streams or rivers, often with 
different thermal or chemical properties, converge (Paola, 1997; Benda, 2004; Osawa et al., 2010, 2011).  
Flow structure at river confluences has been explored in detail in the field (Rhoads and Kenworthy, 
1995; 1998; De Serres et al., 1999; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001; 2004; 2008), in the laboratory 
(Mosley, 1976; Ashmore and Parker, 1983; Best, 1987; 1988; Biron et al., 1996a; 1996b), and 
numerically (Bradbrook et al., 2000a; 2001; Biron et al., 2004; Constantinescu et al., 2011; 2012).  Within 
the confluence hydrodynamic zone (CHZ), the region in the vicinity of a confluence where converging 
tributary flows influence hydraulic conditions (Kenworthy and Rhoads, 1995), flow structure can be 
influenced by the momentum flux ratio between the confluent streams, the symmetry of confluence 
planform, the junction angle between confluent flows, and the difference in bed elevation between the 
confluent channels (Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995; 1998; Rhoads, 1996; Bradbrook et al., 1998; 2000; De 
Serres et al., 1999; Biron et al., 2002; Constantinescu et al., 2011).  Past research on flow structure in the 
CHZ has examined the formation and evolution of coherent turbulent eddies within the mixing interface 
that develops between confluent flows (Biron et al., 1993; McLelland et al., 1996; Bradbrook et al., 
2000b; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2004; 2008, Constantinescu et al., 2011), the development of 
streamwise-oriented vortical cells (Rhoads, 1996; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1998; Rhoads and 
Sukhodolov, 2001; De Serres et al., 1999; Parsons et al., 2007), the occurrence of lateral flow separation 
in the downstream channel (Best and Reid, 1984), and the effects of bed discordance on turbulence and 
mean flow (Best and Roy, 1991; Biron et al., 1996a; De Serres et al., 1999; Boyer et al., 2006).  At 
present, however, the influence of the complex flow conditions within the CHZ on lateral mixing of 
confluent flows is incompletely understood.  Moreover, properties of the incoming flows, such as 
differences in density, can also affect mixing, but have received relatively little attention.  Thus, the 
importance of density effects in mixing relative to other factors has yet to be determined.  
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Lateral mixing of flows at confluences is important both theoretically and practically.  It is one of the 
fundamental processes by which solutes are distributed in stream flows.  Water from drainage basins 
with different soils, vegetation, chemical characteristics, and human alteration are brought together at 
confluences, creating a dynamic region of flow, solute, sediment, and temperature interaction (Rice, et 
al., 2008; Osawa et al., 2010).  Confluences are known to be ecological “hot-spots” because of the 
influence of convergent flows with different velocities, temperatures, and loads on aquatic and riparian 
habitats (Osawa et al., 2011).  Incoming fluxes of water with different sediment loads, chemical 
characteristics, or thermal properties can strongly affect the ecology of the downstream aquatic and 
riparian systems.  Patterns and rates of pollutant dispersal will also be greatly affected by mixing at 
confluences (McBride and Rutherford 1984; Rutherford, 1994).  Because the understanding of flow 
structure and mixing at confluences is important to problems in geomorphology, sedimentology, 
hydrology, ecology, and engineering, river confluences clearly present an attractive opportunity for 
interdisciplinary, integrative research (Paola et al., 2006). 
Existing research on river mixing at confluences has focused mainly on determining the distance 
downstream over which the river can be considered fully mixed (Gaudet and Roy, 1995; Biron et al., 
2004; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2004).  Because of the frequently large distances required for lateral 
mixing, it is largely impossible or impractical to capture flow conditions within the river throughout the 
entire mixing process.  Additionally, studies of mixing downstream of confluences have been performed 
mainly on large rivers that can be easily visualized by remotely sensed data and aerial photographs 
(Gaudet and Roy, 1995; Lane et al., 2008; Laraque et al., 2009).  Such studies typically examine mixing by 
measuring cross-channel changes in chemical and isotopic signatures from each tributary (Rathburn and 
Rostad, 2004, Bouchez et al., 2010). While promising, this method requires that tributary drainage 
basins are large enough that the chemical and isotopic signatures of each tributary differ, which is 
unlikely to occur at many small confluences.   
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Most studies indicate that large rivers remain unmixed over great distances downstream from 
confluences.  Only a few investigations (Kenworthy and Rhoads, 1995; Guadet and Roy 1995; Rhoads 
and Sukhodolov, 2001; Sukholodov and Rhoads, 2001) have analyzed mixing within the CHZ of small 
confluences.  These studies have generally shown that substantial lateral mixing occurs within a few 
channel widths downstream of the confluence.   Recent research (Rhoads, 2006; Parsons et al., 2007; 
Lane et al., 2008) suggests there is a lack of strict scalability of hydraulic processes from small to large 
rivers so that lessons learned from results of research on large confluences may not apply directly to 
small confluences.  Because width increases faster than depth downstream, width-depth ratios at large 
confluences are much greater than at small confluences (Leopold and Maddock, 1953).  Changes in 
channel shape may influence mixing by coherent turbulent structures and by large-scale helical motion 
(Rhoads, 2006).  Further research on mixing at small confluences is crucial because of the abundance of 
low-order tributary junctions in stream networks.  
Few studies have examined mixing within the CHZ over a range of flow conditions.  Limited evidence 
suggests that under certain conditions the majority of flow mixing downstream of small confluences 
occurs within the CHZ, emphasizing the importance of fluvial processes within this hydrodynamic zone 
as opposed to downstream fluvial processes (Kenworthy and Rhoads, 1995; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 
1995; Gaudet and Roy, 1995). However, the specific factors influencing mixing within the CHZ are still 
poorly understood.  The purpose of this study is to try to isolate the effects on mixing at small 
confluences of:  1) momentum ratio, which governs the overall strength of secondary flow, 2) density 
ratio, which can produce vertical flow stratification and density currents, and 3) total discharge and flow 
depth, which serve as scale metrics for flow conditions.  The results shed light on the relationship 
between the degree of mixing at confluences and the factors governing mixing.   
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Figure 1.  Hydrodynamic zones at (a) a symmetrical confluence and (b) an asymmetrical 
confluence.  
 
2. Theoretical Framework  
2.1. Flow Structure at River Confluences 
Spatial and temporal patterns of flow within the CHZ are dependent on the junction angle, 
planform symmetry, momentum flux ratio (MR) of the confluent streams, and the degree of 
concordance between channel beds (Mosley, 1976; Best, 1987; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995; 
Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001). Within the CHZ five distinct elements of flow structure can be 
defined (Best, 1987): a zone of stagnation, a zone of flow deflection, a zone of flow separation, a 
zone of flow acceleration and maximum velocity, and a zone of flow recovery (Figure 1).  The shear 
layer can be thought of as a sixth zone characterized by increased turbulence that develops along  
 
the strong transverse velocity gradient within the zone of flow deflection (Best, 1987).  The mixing 
interface is defined by a lateral gradient in a conservative property value like temperature or 
conductivity and is therefore usually, but not always, coincident with the shear layer (Rhoads and 
Sukholodov, 2008).  The stagnation zone forms in response to the flows joining at an angle at the 
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upstream junction corner (Best, 1987).  The stagnation zone can act like an obstacle by promoting wake-
like flow within the mixing interface, which can contribute to vortex shedding and increased turbulence 
(Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2008).  The zone of deflection is in the center of the confluence where the two 
flows collide and realign to the orientation of the downstream channel.  Flow separation can occur at 
the downstream junction corner if this corner is sufficiently angular or the flow is fast enough to detach 
from the channel banks (Best and Reid, 1984; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995).  The zone of maximum 
velocity exists downstream of the flow deflection zone where the flow has converged and accelerated in 
the downstream direction.  Past the CHZ, flow adjusts to the post-confluence channel and recovers.  
Shallow turbulent-flow shear layers develop where strong lateral gradients in momentum exist.  Stream 
confluence shear layers are similar to a shallow plane mixing layer between parallel flows (Best and Roy, 
1991; Biron et al., 1996a; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2004; Sukhodolov and Rhoads, 2001) with an added 
junction angle.  The mixing layer is coincident with the shear layer unless flows come together in the 
absence of a large lateral velocity gradient (e.g. both flows are moving with very similar speed and 
direction).  Shear present in these parallel flows produces large scale instability, which leads to quasi-
steady turbulent flow structures, which, although unstable, grow laterally in the downstream direction 
(Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2008).   
Since flow within a CHZ is governed by the convergence and interaction of flow in different mean 
downstream directions, the strength, location, and main processes which contribute to secondary flows 
at confluences have received considerable attention (Ashmore et al., 1992; Bradbrook et al., 1998; 
Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995; 1998; Lane et al., 2000). The exact nature of secondary flow in river 
confluences is still a matter of active research and debate (Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1999; Lane et al., 
2000) because the definition of any flow structure is dependent on the frame of reference used (Rhoads 
and Kenworthy, 1995).  At a stream confluence, downstream flow is often skewed in relation to the 
downstream channel direction and therefore cross-stream flow (e.g. flow oriented perpendicular to the 
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channel) is not always the same as secondary flow (e.g. flow perpendicular to the depth-averaged 
downstream direction of flow).  Secondary flow, when present in a confluence, is similar to flow 
patterns observed through a meander bend (Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001; Frothingham and Rhoads, 
2003).  In simplified meander bends with no point bar present, centrifugal force causes flow streamlines 
to move toward the outer bank at the surface and toward the inner bank at the bed creating a 
corkscrew or helix effect.  At river confluences, because flow is being deflected and curved away from 
the center of the channel, both tributaries can be thought of as meander bends in opposing directions 
with helical cells on either side of the shear layer (Ashmore et al., 1992; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995).  
Centrifugal forces cause flow convergence at the surface near the upstream junction point, super-
elevating the surface in that location in comparison to the rest of the CHZ.  The elevated surface drives 
spatial pressure differences which in turn creates patterns of secondary flow within the confluence 
which take the structure of a coherent, rotating vortex on either side of the shear layer (Rhoads and 
Kenworthy, 1995; Constantinescu et al., 2011, 2012). These streamwise-oriented vortical (SOV) cells 
converge towards the mixing interface at the surface, plunge toward the bed, and then move laterally 
toward the channel boundaries (Bradbrook et al., 2000; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001; Constantinescu 
et al., 2011).  The presence and strength of SOV cells depend on hydrodynamic and morphological 
conditions in the CHZ and may not be present in every confluence (Bradbrook et al., 1998; De Serres et 
al., 1999; Parsons et al., 2007).  
The effects of confluent junction angle and planform symmetry on flow structure have been 
studied in detail (Mosley, 1976; Best and Reid, 1984; De Serres et al., 1999), and the effects of these 
variables are well known.  Flow deflection is greater at high junction angles than at low junction 
angles because water from the tributary enters the main stem with a greater lateral velocity 
component.  As junction angle approaches zero, the importance of flow convergence and deflection 
rapidly decreases while shear between the parallel flows causes increased turbulence in the shear 
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Figure 2.  Location of shear layer/mixing interface (dotted line) and stagnation/separation zones 
(gray) during variable momentum ratios.  Flow is from left to right. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
layer to become the dominate flow characteristic (Chu and Babarutsi, 1988; De Serres et al., 1999; 
Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2004).  When tributaries join symmetrically, the flow deflection zone and 
zone of maximum velocity are located in the center of the downstream channel.  As a confluence 
becomes more asymmetrical, these zones shift towards the side of the CHZ associated with the 
main (receiving) tributary (Figure 2).  Momentum ratio (MR) is a metric that conveys the relative 
hydraulic importance of each confluent stream:  
𝑀𝑅 =  
𝜌𝑄2𝑈𝑚2
𝜌𝑄1𝑈𝑚1
      (1) 
where 𝜌 is water density, Q is discharge, and Um is mean downstream velocity while the subscripts 1 and 
2 denote the main and tributary channel, respectively.  A momentum ratio of 1 (figure 2) indicates the  
 
convergent flows have the same momentum, values less than one indicate the main stream is dominant, 
and values greater than one indicate the tributary is dominant.  With increasing momentum ratios, 
studies have documented that an increase in flow velocity, curvature, and pressure differences at the 
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upstream junction corner may result in stronger SOV cells (Bradbrook et al., 2001; Constantinescu et al., 
2011). The location of the shear layer and mixing interface changes with changing hydrologic conditions 
by responding to the discharge and velocity of each tributary, moving towards the receiving bank during 
high MR and towards the tributary bank with low MR.  Therefore, the location of flow interaction, the 
location of maximum flow velocity and bed scour, and the location of the shear layer will change with 
changing flow conditions as well.  Increasing momentum ratios affect the location of the mixing 
interface by ‘pushing’ it farther towards the bank opposite the tributary (Best, 1987; Lane et al., 2008).  
At extremely high momentum ratios tributary flow can overwhelm flow from the main stream such that 
the confluence acts similar to a meander bend.  Research on how mixing at a confluence responds to 
changes in momentum ratio is sparse and few, if any, studies have documented linkages among 
momentum ratio, flow mixing, and flow structure. 
Another factor that has received considerable attention in the study of confluences is the influence 
of bed topography on flow structure in the CHZ.  Past studies have demonstrated that helical motion 
may be dampened or even nonexistent in discordant confluences (Bradbrook et al., 2001; Biron et al., 
2004; Lane et al., 2008) or that helical motion may actually be the result of flow moving over the step in 
bed elevation (McLelland et al., 1996). Yet, significant bed discordance has been shown to increase 
mixing rates up to 5 – 10 times (Gaudet and Roy 1995; Best and Rhoads 2008).  A large difference in bed 
topography between the tributaries creates a situation where flow plunges into the CHZ and upwells 
downstream of initial confluent flow interaction, generally increasing turbulence, distorting the shear 
layer, and increasing pressure differences and causing streamlines to become disrupted (Best and Roy, 
1991).  Turbulence induced by plunging flow over the discordant step may indeed be able to distort any 
coherent flow structures that would have otherwise formed, leading to greater total flow turbulence 
and faster mixing than what would occur in a concordant system.   Because of the lack of mixing 
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interface distortion at concordant confluences, streamwise helical motion may be the most important 
mixing mechanism.    
 Mixing At River Confluences  
Lateral mixing of a tracer released into an open channel flow is well understood and has been 
reviewed in detail by Fischer (1979), Elhadi et al. (1984), and Rutherford (1994).  Studies of lateral and 
vertical mixing in natural rivers are more difficult than investigations in the laboratory because of the 
greater difficulty inherent to measuring mixing in the field (Hetland 2005; MacDonald et al., 2008).  
However, many recent studies have focused on the process of lateral mixing in natural rivers (Boxall and 
Guymer 2003; Seo et al., 2006; Lane et al., 2008, Dow et al., 2009; Zhang and Zhu 2011).  Lateral mixing 
in natural channels, including confluences, involves molecular diffusion, turbulent diffusion, and 
advection (Rutherford, 1994).   Molecular diffusion is often ignored because it is gradual process 
wherein a net flux of molecules moves from regions of high concentrations to regions of low 
concentrations.  Turbulent diffusion is the transport of mass, heat, or momentum due to turbulent or 
random fluctuations about the mean velocity.  Advection mixes fluid by the motion of the mean flow as 
defined by mean velocity components in three dimensions.  Lateral advection of flow is accomplished 
through secondary currents and helical motion.  Molecular diffusion is much less important than 
turbulent diffusion and advection in environmental (e.g. high Reynolds number) flows. 
River mixing at confluences can be documented visually when the two flows contain different kinds 
or amounts of suspended particles or quantified by using aerial photography and satellite images to 
analyze spectral properties of the water downstream of the confluence (Lane et al., 2008; Bouchez et 
al., 2010).  Another useful way to evaluate mixing at river confluences in rivers is by measuring a 
conservative property of the flow such as temperature, conductivity, ph, or stable oxygen isotopes 
(Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995; Rhoads, 1996; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1998; Gaudet and Roy, 1995; 
Kabeya et al., 2008).  By using these flow properties as “tracers”, the change in vertical, lateral, or 
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downstream values can be used to determine mixing patterns and rates.  The position of the mixing 
interface can readily be identified by strong lateral gradients in values of the conservative property in 
the confluence (Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001).  As long as the incoming flows have different 
temperatures, for example, the zone within a cross section of the flow with a strong temperature 
gradient marks the mixing interface.  The post-confluent flow can be considered mixed when cross-
sectional temperature variance is sufficiently small, while persistence of a strong gradient over distance 
indicates that the two confluent flows have not yet mixed fully (Biron et al., 2004).  A cross section may 
never become perfectly mixed, so full mixing is usually defined as an arbitrarily high percentage of 
perfect mixing (e.g. 95% mixed).  
Because streams converge at an angle, strong cross-stream components of mean flow develop 
within the CHZ.  These conditions promote mixing by increasing local momentum transfer both laterally 
and vertically (Constantinescu et al., 2011).  Strong secondary flows within the CHZ are likely the most 
important factor which drives transverse and vertical mixing of the confluent fluid (Rutherford 1994).  
For rivers of all sizes, both turbulent mixing generated by shear and mixing caused by converging 
momentum seem to exist only within the CHZ, the extent of which may vary under different conditions 
(Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001; Lane et al., 2008).  Once the strong lateral shear and momentum 
convergence ceases, mixing occurs only by molecular diffusion, random turbulence, or secondary 
velocities brought about by channel curvature, constriction, or widening (Rutherford, 1994).  Because 
river confluences may be one of the few regions in a river consistently subject to large amounts of 
turbulence and secondary flow, confluences are critical zones in terms of how water mixes within the 
stream network (Sukholodov and Rhoads, 2001; Benda et al., 2004). 
Mixing is traditionally separated into near, mid, and far field problems (Rutherford, 1994).  Most 
transverse mixing problems are thought of as mid-field processes (Demetracopoulos and Stefan, 1983; 
Rutherford, 1994) because flow is mixed vertically orders of magnitude faster than laterally in flows with 
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high width-depth ratios.  Mid-field mixing problems usually consider water to be uniformly vertically 
mixed before it begins to mix laterally (Bruno et al., 1990).  Although it can be assumed water is uniform 
in each tributary prior to mixing, both vertical and transverse mixing will occur in a river confluence, 
making the problem a hybrid of near- and mid-field.  Both lateral and vertical gradients in density and 
flow velocity will contribute to the mixing process within the CHZ, so a typical transverse mixing analysis 
is not appropriate.  Turbulence and secondary flow within the CHZ are the main controls on downstream 
mixing lengths in the absence of downstream meandering. 
Lateral mixing at confluences may be further complicated by density contrasts between incoming 
flows.  Such contrasts can be produced by differences in sediment loads or temperatures of incoming 
flows.  Although studies of density effects at confluences are few, buoyancy has been shown to 
influence transverse mixing rates from side discharges of point-source effluents (Bruno, et al., 1990; Chu 
and Abdelwahed 1990; Brown and Roshko, 2006).  A buoyant side discharge released near the surface 
tends to remain near the surface and spread rapidly across the channel (Rutherford, 1994).  When 
density differences exist between an effluent and a strong turbulent crossflow into which the effluent is 
released over the full depth of flow, buoyancy generally can be neglected and dilution is determined by 
the balance between the momentum fluxes of the effluent and the crossflow (Chu and Abdelwahed, 
1990; Rutherford, 1994, Jones, et al., 2006).  Only if the inertial forces in the flow are weak relative to 
the buoyant forces will the density contrast influence mixing.  Under these conditions, vertical 
stratification of the flow may occur as the more buoyant fluid spreads over the less dense fluid, and 
vertical mechanisms rather than lateral processes become important for mixing.  Jones and colleagues 
(2006) devised a classification scheme for buoyant jets flowing into ambient crossflows which considers 
the depth, velocity, and reduced gravity of both the tributary and the ambient flow and assigns a flow 
regime such as free jets or upstream intruding plumes.  While these efforts are excellent first 
approximations of how buoyant flows may interact with ambient flows, the role of density difference in 
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a highly turbulent environment with coherent secondary flow structures has yet to be fully documented. 
Limited evidence from experimental work on effluents discharging into crossflows reveals that the effect 
buoyancy is usually much less than that of advection (Rutherford, 1994). Yet, recent field investigations 
suggest that buoyancy may influence mixing at river confluences, even when density contrasts between 
tributary flows are relatively small (Laraque et al., 2009; Ramon et al., 2013).  At present, little 
information exists on the degree to which density effects can modify patterns of mixing within the CHZ.   
2.2. Lateral Momentum Flux and Mixing at KRCS  
In examining the problem of lateral momentum exchange within the mixing interface at the 
Kaskaskia River-Copper Slough (KRCS) confluence, which should strongly influence lateral mixing, Rhoads 
and Sukhodolov (2008) drew upon the depth-averaged downstream momentum equation as a starting 
point for the theoretical treatment of this problem: 
                    
𝜕(ℎ𝑈2)
𝜕𝑥
+
𝜕(ℎ𝑈𝑉)
𝜕𝑦
−
𝜕(ℎ𝑇𝑥𝑦)
𝜕𝑦
−
𝜕(ℎ𝑇𝑥𝑥)
𝜕𝑥
= −𝑔ℎ
𝜕𝐸
𝜕𝑥
− 𝐶𝑓?̅?
2           (2) 
where x and y are the downstream and cross-stream directions, respectively, ?̅? is depth-averaged 
downstream velocity, ?̅? is depth-averaged cross-stream velocity, 𝑔 is the gravitational constant, E is the 
water level above an arbitrary datum, 𝑇𝑥𝑦 is the sum of the depth-averaged transverse momentum 
fluxes due to differential advective dispersion, turbulence, and viscosity over depth, and 𝑇𝑥𝑥 is the sum 
of the depth-averaged normal stresses (Vreugdenhil, 1994; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2008).  In a highly 
turbulent environment like a confluence, the effect of viscosity can be ignored, yielding the following 
expression for the differential depth-averaged transverse momentum flux (𝑇𝑥𝑦): 
                  𝑇𝑥𝑦 =  −𝜒 − 〈𝑢′𝑣′〉̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅           with    𝜒 = (𝑈 − ?̅?)(𝑉 − ?̅?)
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅               (3) 
where U and V are time-averaged downstream and cross-stream velocity at a vertical, respectively, 𝑢′ 
and 𝑣′ are velocity fluctuations about the time-averaged downstream and cross stream velocity, 
respectively, 𝜒 is the lateral differential advection of momentum by the mean flow, and 〈𝑢′𝑣′〉̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  is the 
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lateral turbulent momentum flux.  The brackets indicate time-averaging while the overbars indicate 
depth averaging (van Prooijen et al., 2005).  The total depth-averaged transverse momentum flux by the 
mean flow, including fluxes of momentum caused by differences between the orientation of the mean 
flow and the streamwise direction is: 
 𝑈𝑉̅̅ ̅̅ = ?̅??̅? + 𝜒      (4) 
Rhoads and Sukhodolov (2008) used equation 2, along with detailed measurements of three-
dimensional velocity components, to evaluate the relative roles that the mean flow and turbulence play 
in lateral advection of momentum – a critical process in lateral mixing (Rutherford, 1994) – within the 
mixing interface at an asymmetrical stream confluence.  Results showed that lateral fluxes of 
streamwise momentum by the mean flow were the dominant mechanism of lateral momentum transfer 
within the mixing interface with values of 𝑈𝑉̅̅ ̅̅  exceeding those of 〈𝑢′𝑣′〉̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  by one to two orders of 
magnitude.  Moreover, locally within the flow, values of UV, the lateral flux of streamwise momentum 
by the mean flow, exceeded those of <u’v’>, the time-averaged lateral flux of streamwise momentum by 
turbulence, by two to three orders of magnitude.   At the upstream end of the confluence, converging 
streamlines from each incoming flow produce a net lateral flux of streamwise momentum toward the 
center of the confluence, resulting in streamwise acceleration of flow within the mixing interface.   
Immediately downstream of the confluence, curvature of flow from the lateral tributary into the 
downstream channel can generate helical motion that results in differential lateral flux of streamwise 
momentum over depth.  The differential momentum flux is effective at distorting the mixing interface 
and producing interpenetration of the confluent flows into one another (Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995; 
Rhoads, 1996; Rhoads and Sukhdolov, 2001).  In other words, fluxes of momentum by the mean flow 
dominate over fluxes of momentum by turbulence throughout the confluence.  This finding suggests 
that lateral fluxes of momentum at KRCS, which promote lateral mixing, can best be captured through 
mappings of the lateral flux of streamwise momentum associated with the mean flow.   
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3. Study Site 
Site Description  
The study site (Figure 3) is the confluence of the Kaskaskia River and Copper Slough, east-central Illinois, 
USA. This confluence has an asymmetrical planform, a junction angle of 60o, and a concordant bed 
morphology (Rhoads et al., 2009).  The Kaskaskia River drains approximately 54 km2 of agricultural land 
and the channel has an average slope of 0.0005 upstream of the confluence.  The Copper Slough drains 
41 km2 of mostly urban land and the channel upstream of the confluence has an average slope of 
0.0011.  Both tributaries have been channelized with straight planforms, trapezoidal cross sections and 
steep (>30o) banks about 4 m high covered seasonally by thick grasses.  Within the confluence, bed 
material consists of coarse sand and fine gravel where 90% of the bed is finer than 15 mm (e.g. d90).  
Average channel depth is 4-5 m, channel top widths are about 40 m, and channel bottom widths are 
approximately 8 m (Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2008).  Copper Slough is the lateral tributary of the 
confluence and is more heavily urbanized (Rhoads et al., 2009), leading to rising-limb storm events 
having an MR greater than one.  Because of the nature of their drainage basins, flow conditions vary 
rapidly in response to rainfall events and usually return to pre-flood conditions within 24 to 48 hours for 
typical storm events.  When overland flow ceases, the hydrograph falls and baseflow from the Kaskaskia 
River becomes dominant leading to a MR much smaller than one during the falling limb of a storm 
event.  Numerical modeling has shown that large-scale coherent flow structures persist when the MR is 
at or larger than 1 (Constantinescu et al., 2012) but are much less well-defined when MR falls well under 
1.  This confluence has been actively studied for over twenty years in the field, (Rhoads and Kenworthy, 
1995, 1998; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2004; 2008) and numerically (Constantinescu et al., 2011; 2012), so 
past work provides a rich context for interpretation of the results of this study.  
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Figure 3.  Study site in East Central Illinois, USA. 
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4. Data Collection and Processing  
Field measurement campaigns were conducted for 12 dates ranging over 14 months, between late 
1991 and early 1992 (Table 1).  Time-averaged velocity measurements in the streamwise (U) and cross 
stream (V) directions were obtained using a Marsh-McBirney electromagnetic current meter (EMCM) 
with a sampling rate of 1 Hz and a sensing volume radius of 5.7 cm (Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995). 
These values were used to calculate the local lateral momentum flux at a sampling volume (equation 4). 
Water temperatures were measured using a YSI thermistor probe, accurate to + 0.06 oC, positioned 0.25 
m downstream of the EMCM sensor (Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995).  Measurements of velocities and 
temperatures at upstream cross sections within the Copper Slough and Kaskaskia River were conducted 
using the 6/10th depth method (Buchanan and Somers, 1969) to provide information on the 
characteristics of the incoming flows, such as momentum flux ratio (MR), density ratio (DR), and total 
discharge (Table 1).  Momentum flux ratio was computed using equation (1), where the subscripts 1 and 
2 refer to the KR and CS, respectively.  Temperature data for the upstream measurements were used to 
quantify the density ratio (DR) of the confluent flows:    
𝐷𝑅 =  
𝜌1−𝜌2
𝜌1
       (5) 
where 𝜌 is water density and the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the main (KR) and the tributary (CS) stream 
respectively (Table 1).  The mean water temperatures at the upstream cross sections were used to 
calculate the densities of the two incoming flows.  Because data on suspended sediment concentrations 
were not available, the effects of sediment differences on density contrasts between the incoming flows 
were not directly considered in this study; however, the possible influence of sediment concentrations 
on density contrasts is revisited in the discussion.  
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Although temperatures of both incoming flows varied diurnally and temperatures sometimes changed 
substantially between cross sections, diurnal changes in ambient temperatures within a cross section 
over the period of time it took to measure a cross section were much less than the temperature 
contrasts between the two flows.  Thus, all temperature data were expressed as deviations from the 
mean temperature at a cross section to remove the effect of absolute changes in temperature between 
cross sections.  Slight increases in temperature within a cross section results in slight increases in the 
standard deviation because sampling at each cross began in at one side of the confluence and 
progressively extended to the other side of the confluence.  The net effect of diurnal variation is to 
increase variation about the mean and underestimate amounts of mixing. The magnitude of diurnal 
variation in temperature at any cross section, estimated from the change in temperature within portions 
of the flow well-removed from the mixing interface, was generally an order of magnitude less than the 
known difference in temperature between the two incoming streams. 
 
Table 1.  Measurement campaign dates and parameters.  σus is the upstream mixing metric.  The 
column XS shows which cross sections were measured on each date and DR is the density ratio 
between incoming flows.   
 
 
Table 1.  Dates of measurement campaigns, measured cross sections, and characteristics of incoming flows
Date (Case) XS T - KR  (C) T - CS (C) DR MR
Total Q 
(m3/s)
07/25/1991 (1) A, B, C, E 16.42 23.64 0.00149 0.68 0.43
08/23/1991 (2) A, C, D, E 15.56 24.01 0.00172 0.29 0.50
12/06/1991 (3) A, B, C, E 7.20 8.73 0.00009 2.57 0.68
01/28/1992 (4) A, B, C, E 1.96 8.26 0.00011 17.6 0.55
03/20/1992 (5) A, B, B’, C, E 8.44 10.96 0.00021 3.63 0.80
04/24/1992 (6) A, B, C, E 11.36 13.69 0.00028 3.47 1.31
05/24/1992 (7) A, B, C, E 11.77 14.06 0.00029 0.55 0.96
06/08/1992 (8) A, B, C, E 16.21 19.43 0.00059 1.03 1.35
06/19/1992 (9) A, B, C, E 21.66 23.17 0.00035 5.09 0.49
07/15/1992 (10) A, B, C, E 17.84 20.45 0.00051 0.35 3.18
08/05/1992 (11) A, C, E 18.07 20.63 0.00051 2.59 1.97
09/14/1992 (12) A, B’, C, E 19.63 21.95 0.00050 31.2 0.39
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Figure 4. Temperature interpolation for calculating standard deviation at each XS.  Gray points are discrete, 
measured locations, and re-sampling grid is 5 cm by 5 cm.  
 
Within and downstream of the confluence, the cross sections that were measured varied somewhat 
depending on flow conditions and time constraints (Table 1).  Data collected at these cross sections (A-E) 
consisted of vertical profiles of velocity and temperature measurements.  Spacing between verticals was 
generally 0.75 to 1 m with the first and last verticals at each cross section located with 0.25 m of the 
edge of water.  The first measurement location in each vertical was 0.05 m below the water surface and 
successive locations were spaced at 0.10 to 0.15 m intervals over the flow depth, except within 0.15 to 
0.20 m of the bed, where the measurement interval decreased to 0.05 m.  The number of measurement 
locations in a vertical ranged from one in shallow flows near the banks to as many as 10 in deep flows 
within the thalweg.  Most verticals contained 4 to 8 measurement points.  The total number of 
measurement locations within cross sections for all dates ranged from a minimum of 25 to a maximum 
of 72.   
Velocity and temperature data at each measurement location were sampled at 1 Hz over 60 second 
intervals.  The flow and temperature probes were mounted on a custom-built top-set wading rod, which 
was attached to a steel cable strung between metal rods at each cross section.  The rod was then 
plumbed for each measurement.  This arrangement ensured that streamwise (U) and cross-stream (V) 
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velocities were oriented perpendicular and parallel, respectively, to the planes of the measurement 
cross sections.  
Rates of lateral mixing in rivers normally are expressed as the spatial gradient in the standard 
deviation of tracer values across a stream multiplied by the mean velocity of flow in a reach (Rutherford, 
1994).  This metric, a time rate of change, is valid for steady, uniform flow.   When flow over a reach is 
spatially varied, as at this field location, this metric is at best approximate and applies only over the 
entire length of the reach given spatial variation in velocities.  An alternative is to examine the spatial 
variation in the standard deviation of tracer to evaluate changes in lateral mixing over distance (Biron et 
al., 2004) – the approach adopted in the present study.  To quantitatively evaluate mixing, a mixing 
metric based on the standard deviation of temperature values was computed for each cross section. 
Because the temperature measurements are not spaced evenly throughout each cross section, a cubic 
spline interpolation scheme, which tends to be more stable than polynomial interpolation especially 
where data are sparse, was implemented to obtain discrete values of temperature in a regular five cm 
grid (Figure 4).  The number of interpolated sampling points at each cross section was greater than 1000 
to ensure that values of the standard deviations were stable and had a high degree of precision.  These 
interpolated temperature values were used to compute standard deviations for each cross section (σx). 
To obtain standardized values of mixing that can be compared among different dates with different 
inflow temperature conditions and absolute magnitudes of standard deviations, a normalized mixing 
metric (𝜎𝑥𝑛) was computed as: 
                                                 𝜎𝑥𝑛 =  𝜎𝑥/𝜎𝑢𝑠      (6) 
where 𝜎𝑢𝑠 is a composite standard deviation derived from temperature values of the two incoming 
flows upstream of the confluence (Table 2).  Values of  𝜎𝑢𝑠 were determined as:   
𝜎𝑢𝑠 =  √
1
𝑁+𝐽
∑ (𝑇𝑖 − 𝜇)2
𝑁+𝐽
𝑖=1           where          𝜇 =  
1
𝑁+𝐽
[∑ 𝑇𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1 + ∑ 𝑇𝑖
𝐽
𝑖=1 ]  (7) 
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where Ti is the temperature at a grid point, N is the number of grid points in flow of the  CS upstream of 
the confluence, J is the number of grid points in flow of the KR upstream of the confluence, and 𝜇 is the 
average temperature of a cross section of consisting partially of CS and KR water.  This equation can be 
thought of as the standard deviation of a hypothetical upstream cross section containing CS water of a 
constant temperature separated from KR water of a constant temperature, i.e. two flows of constant 
temperature flowing side by side with no mixing.  The constant temperature used in each case was the 
average temperature of the incoming flow, which was determined from field measurements. To 
accommodate differences in volumetric flow rates between the two streams on different measurement 
dates, the ratio of N to J was set equal to the discharge ratio between CS and KR for each date.  For 
example, if the discharge ratio between CS and KR is 5:1, 𝜎𝑢𝑠 in equation 6 is calculated using an N to J 
ratio of 5:1. For this discharge ratio, if the upstream CS temperature is 8o C and the upstream KR 
temperature is 6o, then 𝜇 = 7.67.   
At the upstream cross section, 𝜎𝑥𝑛 is equal to unity.  Fully mixed conditions at a cross section 
correspond to a standard deviation of 0; under these conditions 𝜎𝑥𝑛 also equals 0.  Thus, the normalized 
metric defines the degree of mixing downstream of the confluence over the interval of zero to one, 
ranging from no mixing (1) to fully mixed conditions (0).  The normalized metric is comparable between 
dates with different incoming temperatures and different discharge ratios.  
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5. Results    
5.1. Patterns of Thermal Mixing and Evolution of the Mixing Interface  
Temperature values acquired in the field at each cross section were visualized in MATLAB and 
TECPLOT to illustrate patterns of thermal mixing and evolution of the mixing interface within the 
confluence for incoming flows with different momentum ratios, density ratios, and total discharges.   
Lateral mixing of the two confluent flows, as represented by the distinctiveness, position, and 
orientation of the mixing interface (MI), exhibits a similar pattern of spatial evolution on all 
measurement dates.  Flow on June 6, 1992 (Case 8) is used as a representative case to illustrate the 
basic pattern of mixing (Figure 5).  Flow on this date has a MR near unity and values of DR and total 
discharge near the median values of these variables for the range of data (Table 1). The temperature 
difference between the two flows on this date is approximately 3o C (Table 1).  At cross section A, the 
plot of deviations of temperatures from the mean value reveals a strong gradient in temperature 
centered on the zero contour just to the left of the center of the cross section.  This narrow zone of 
strong temperature gradient defines a vertical or near-vertical mixing interface that marks the boundary 
between warm water from the CS flow and cool water from the KR.  Outside of the mixing interface, 
lateral gradients in temperature are evident, but these gradients, which reflect gradual diurnal changes 
in temperature of the two incoming streams, are much weaker than the strong gradient associated with 
mixing of the confluent flows. The sharp contrast in temperature across the mixing interface indicates 
that little lateral mixing has occurred between the upstream junction corner and cross section A.   
The position of the mixing interface corresponds to the sharp contrast in the magnitude of lateral 
momentum flux (dotted lines in figure 5).   Plots of the cross-stream advection of streamwise 
momentum (UV) (Figure 5) show that at cross section A streamwise momentum from CS is advected 
laterally towards the outer bank of the post-confluence channel.  The lateral flux of streamwise 
momentum towards the CS side of the confluence from KR is minimal because flow from KR does not 
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undergo realignment to enter the downstream channel.  The transition between outward advected 
momentum on the CS side of the confluence and nearly zero lateral flux of streamwise momentum on 
the KR side of the confluence corresponds closely to the strong lateral temperature gradient defining 
the mixing interface between the two flows.   Plots of U and V, as well as the angle of two-dimensional 
flow vectors in relation to the cross section, indicate that flow is generally converging along the mixing 
interface at cross-section A and that the highest velocities are associated with flow into the downstream 
channel from the Copper Slough (Figure 6).  
 
Figure 5.  Relative temperature (deviation from cross sectional mean) and UV on 6/8/92 (case 8).  The 
dotted black line is the temperature 0-value line and denotes the mixing interface. 
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Downstream of cross section A, the geometry of the channel changes as flow enters a zone of scour 
toward the outer (left) bank (Figure 5).  The mixing interface at cross section B is still defined by a strong 
lateral gradient in temperature; however, although the upper part of this interface is nearly vertical, the 
bottom part curves toward the inner (right) bank.  The boundary between the outward flux of 
streamwise momentum on the inner (right) side of the channel and the nearly zero values of UV on the 
KR side of the channel is still coincident with the location of the mixing interface.  Where the bottom of 
the mixing interface curls toward the CS side of the channel, streamwise momentum is advected 
laterally toward the inner bank near the bed.  The opposing patterns of streamwise momentum 
advection at the surface and bed reflects the development of helical motion over the inner portion of 
the downstream channel, which has been documented extensively at this confluence, and has been 
attributed to curvature-induced helical motion over the inner portion of the downstream channel as 
flow from the Copper Slough turns to become aligned with the orientation of the downstream channel 
(Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1996; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001; Bradbrook et al., 2000a; Rhoads and 
Sukhodolov, 2008; Constantinescu et al., 2011; 2012). This helical motion, which is characterized by 
outward directed flow near the surface and inward directed flow near the bed (Figure 6b) is responsible 
for distortion of the mixing interface, especially near the bed.  
Farther downstream at cross section C the bottom of the mixing interface is nearly horizontal, 
whereas the top of the interface remains vertical.  The inward orientation of the bottom part of the 
mixing interface corresponds to a portion of the flow where lateral advection of streamwise momentum 
is directed strongly inward by helical motion.  Values of V near the bed exceed 0.15 m/s and produce 
inward oriented angles of the flow path exceeding 20 degrees (Figure 6).  Patterns of V (figure 6) and 
temperature (figure 5) reveal that channel-scale secondary velocities drive distortion of the mixing 
interface to a near-horizontal orientation. At cross section E, the zone of strongest temperature 
gradient, which is still centered on the zero temperature contour and therefore demarcates the mixing 
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interface, is wrapped around a near-surface core of high-temperature fluid positioned over the thalweg 
near the outer bank. This region of high-temperature fluid represents a remnant core of flow from the 
CS, which has been progressively transported toward the outer bank by outward advection of 
streamwise momentum over the inner part of the downstream channel.  The shape of the mixing 
interface, the pattern of UV, and the patterns of V indicate that inward advection of streamwise 
momentum along the upward-sloping channel bed by counterclockwise helical motion has resulted in 
transport of what was the bottom part of the mixing interface to the surface of the flow along the inner 
part of the downstream channel (Figures 5 and 6).  Thus, the mixing interface now forms a U-shaped arc 
that borders the core of high-temperature fluid from the CS.   Strong helical motion has resulted in 
submergence of the high velocity core beneath the surface, similar to that observed in meander bends 
(e.g. Frothingham and Rhoads, 2003).   
In sum, the overall pattern of mixing interface development and thermal mixing at this confluence is 
characterized by initial separation of the incoming flows by a nearly vertical mixing interface where the 
flows first converge.  As flow moves into the downstream channel, helical motion develops, particularly 
over the inner portion of the downstream channel.  Near -surface fluid from the CS moves toward the 
outer bank, producing outward lateral advection of streamwise momentum, whereas near the channel 
bed inward fluid motion transports relatively cool water toward the inner bank, resulting in inward 
advection of streamwise momentum and tilting of the lower part of the mixing interface.  As cool water 
is transported up the face of the inner bank of the downstream channel by helical motion, it reaches the 
surface, resulting in wrapping of the mixing interface around the core of relatively warm near-surface 
flow from the CS.  
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5.2. Differences in Momentum Flux and Lateral Mixing Patterns  
To better understand the effects of momentum ratio on patterns of thermal mixing at KRCS, flows 
for April 24 (Case 6) and May 24 (Case 7) 1992 are compared (Figure 7).  These flows are characterized 
by density difference ratios on the order of 10-4, slightly different total discharges, but very different 
momentum ratios (Case 6 MR = 3.47, Case 7 = 0.55 – see Table 1).  At cross section A, temperature data 
reveal a well-defined, vertical mixing interface, but in Case 6 this interface is shifted toward the outer 
(right) bank compared to Case 7 (Figure 7).  Because the momentum ratio is higher for Case 6 than for 
 
Figure 6.  Values of U (contour) and V (vectors)) in m/s and mean flow angle with respect to cross 
section (right) on 6/8/92 (case 8).  
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Case 7, flow from the CS penetrates farther into the confluence for Case 6, displacing the interface 
toward the outer bank.  The greater degree of penetration of flow from the CS on Case 6 compared to 
Case 7 is apparent on the plots of UV, which show that outward momentum extends across the width of 
the flow to a greater extent on 4/24/92 than on 5/24/92.  Values of negative momentum flux for Case 6 
are also twice as large as those for case 7. On both dates, the outer edge of the zone of strong outward 
directed flux of streamwise momentum (blue contours) coincides with the position of the mixing 
interface.  At cross section B the mixing interface remains nearly vertical in case 7, but is distorted near 
the bed in case 6, curling inward towards the CS side of the CHZ.  Negative lateral momentum flux near 
the surface is still much stronger for case 6 than for case 7.  The region of lateral flux of streamwise 
momentum toward the outer bank in case 7 is restricted to the shallow, inner part of the downstream 
channel, indicating that the strong streamwise momentum flux of the KR limits lateral penetration of 
flow from the CS into the CHZ.  The larger values of positive (inward) flux of momentum near the bed in 
Case 6 versus Case 7 seem to reflect stronger and more rapid spatial development of helicity over the 
inner portion of the downstream channel in Case 6 compared to Case 7.  These differences in lateral 
momentum flux are reflected in the structure of the mixing interface, which is curled inward near the 
bed in Case 6, but is nearly vertical in Case 7.  
Large differences in the pattern of mixing between the two dates are evident at cross section C. In 
case 6, cool water has moved from the KR side of the downstream channel as near-bed fluid moves 
inward and upward under the influence of helical motion towards the CS side of the channel.  In case 6 
the temperature zero contour, marking the center of the mixing interface, has wrapped around a 
remnant core of warm water from the CS near the surface over the thalweg.  Thus, mixing in this case 
has occurred over most of the cross section. In case 7, the top part of the mixing interface remains 
vertical, but the bottom part of the mixing interface is displaced inward – a pattern similar to that at 
cross section B for case 6, suggesting that the spatial evolution of helical motion develop over a longer 
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distance in case 7 compared to case 6.  Pockets of negative lateral momentum flux in case 6 are located 
near the outer bank, whereas in Case 7 the core region of negative momentum flux is located over the 
inner part of the channel near the surface.  In both cases, positive (inward) lateral momentum flux 
occurs near the bed, but the strength of this flux is much greater in case 6 than in case 7.  
At cross section E, temperature patterns are similar between cases with the coolest temperatures 
confined to a region near the outer bank, the warmest temperatures positioned over the thalweg at the 
water surface, and well-mixed conditions surrounding the core of warm water.  The pattern at cross 
section E in case 7 is similar to the pattern at cross section C in case 6, again signifying that mixing occurs 
more rapidly (i.e. over a shorter distance) in case 6 than in case 7. On the other hand, temperature 
patterns between cross sections C and E in both cases do not change appreciably, suggesting that mixing 
by advective momentum fluxes has diminished in this part of the CHZ.  This hypothesis is supported by 
the values of UV at cross section E for case 6, which indicate that lateral fluxes of streamwise 
momentum are nearly zero over much of the cross section. The strong inward-directed flux over the 
inner portion of cross section E is associated with flow divergence related to channel widening between 
cross sections C and E.  Small, but systematically positive values of UV over the face of the bar along the 
inner part of cross section E in case 7 indicate that lateral fluxes of streamwise momentum associated 
with counterclockwise helical motion are still contributing to lateral mixing at this location on this date.  
The comparison of cases 6 and 7 indicates that increasing the momentum ratio enhances lateral 
penetration of the tributary flow into the confluence and downstream channel.  This penetration is 
reflected by the relatively large magnitudes and spatial extent of negative values of UV where flow 
enters the downstream channel.   
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Figure 7.   Temperature relative to cross sectional mean (a) and lateral momentum flux (b) for case 6 
(left) and case 7 (right).  Note that momentum flux contour legend is different between measurement 
dates to facilitate comparisons of patterns between two dates with large differences in magnitude.  
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This results in displacement of the mixing interface toward the outer bank of the downstream channel 
and expansion of helical motion associated with curvature of flow from the Copper Slough over most of 
the downstream channel.  Within this channel an inward flux of momentum develops near the bed, 
leading to distortion of the mixing interface and enhanced lateral mixing of the confluent flows over the 
inner part of the downstream channel.  Both the intensity and spatial extent of helical motion, and thus 
the inward flux of UV, increase with increasing MR, thereby leading to more rapid mixing when MR  is 
large than when MR is small.   
5.3. Differences in Stage and Lateral Mixing Patterns 
The scale of fluvial processes, including lateral mixing, may vary with the dimensions of the flow. To 
evaluate this possibility, two cases are compared.   The incoming flows on March 20, 1992 (Case 5) and 
April 24, 1992 (Case 6) have nearly identical momentum ratios, density difference ratios both on the 
order of 10-4, but significantly different discharges (Case 5 Q = 0.8 m3/s, Case 6 Q = 1.31 m3/s – see Table 
1).  Overall, the basic patterns of spatial evolution of temperature and UV for case 5 are similar to those 
for case 6 (Figure 8).  However, despite similar magnitudes of temperature contrast between the 
incoming flows on these dates (table 1, cross section A, Figure 8) mixing occurs more rapidly over 
distance in case 5 than in case 6.  In particular, temperatures at cross section B for Case 5 are much 
more uniform than those for case 6, indicating substantial mixing of the flows in case 5 between cross 
sections A and B. 
Comparison of the patterns of UV for the two cases shows that the inward flux of UV at the bed, 
which produces mixing interface distortion and enhances lateral mixing of the flows, is much more 
strongly developed at cross sections A and B for case 5 than for case 6.  The enhanced rate of mixing at 
low flow probably in part reflects reduction in the absolute spatial scale over which helical motion 
develops and decays compared to high flows.  Thus, mixing by this helical mixing begins farther 
upstream for low flows compared to high flows.  This effect is most likely also enhanced by topographic 
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effects.  At low stage, the bar along the inner bank steers all flow from the CS laterally into the adjacent 
thalweg, confining differential lateral fluid motion at the surface and near the bed caused by helical 
motion to the narrow, deep channel thalweg.  At high stages, the bar platform is inundated and 
topographic steering effects limit helical motion over this portion of the flow, reducing the overall 
amount of mixing.  Thus, topographic effects, by altering the geometry of the flow and the lateral extent 
of helical motion, likely also contribute to differences in mixing with variations in flow stage.  
5.4. Density Contrasts and Lateral Mixing Patterns 
Recent research suggests that relatively small differences in density between two incoming flows at 
a confluence may be important in lateral mixing within the CHZ (Ramon et al., 2013).  Trying to isolate 
the effect of density on lateral mixing by comparing two of the twelve cases in this study (Table 1) is 
difficult because no two cases have nearly identical momentum ratios and total discharges, but different 
density ratios.  Cases 1 (July 25, 1991) and 7 (May 24, 1992) have similar momentum ratios, differ in 
total discharge by a factor of 2, and have density ratios that differ by an order of magnitude.  Despite 
these differences in both total discharge and density ratios, a comparison of cases 1 and 7 is useful for 
determining whether large density differences strongly influence the spatial pattern of lateral mixing 
relative to cases where density differences are not pronounced (Figure 9).  Moreover, bed morphology 
in cases 1 and 7 is similar in terms of the shape of each cross section, limiting topographic steering 
effects on flow structure and lateral mixing as a possible complicating factor.  At cross section A, the 
mixing interface for both cases has a nearly vertical alignment, although for Case 1, the bottom part of 
the interface is tilted inward slightly.  Also, the mixing interface is less sharply defined for Case 7 than for 
Case 1.  Consistent with the other cases, the mixing interface is located at the outer edge of the zone of 
strong outward directed flux of streamwise momentum.   
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Figure 8.  Temperature relative to cross sectional mean (a) and lateral momentum flux (b) for case 5 
(left) and case 6 (right).   
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In case 1, the zero contour of UV bows inward slightly relative to the position of this contour in case 
7, indicating that weak inward directed flow occurs near the bed in the vicinity of the mixing interface.  
At cross section B, the contours of temperature in Case 1 indicate that the flow is nearly vertically 
stratified thermally compared to the lateral gradients in temperature for Case 7.  This pattern of thermal 
mixing is similar to that induced by helical motion for other cases with relatively shallow flow (e.g. case 
5, Figure 8); however, the thermal layering of the flow in case 1 is pronounced and occurs rapidly over 
distance downstream.  The pronounced vertical thermal stratification for Case 1 suggests that density 
effects may be reinforcing the pattern of mixing associated with helical motion, especially near the bed, 
where cool, high-density water from the Kaskaskia River moves beneath the warm, low density water 
from the Copper Slough. However, the overall pattern of mixing is not dramatically different for the 
pattern for the other dates and may simply reflect the difference in the spatial scale of helical motion 
between Cases 1 and 7 given the two-fold difference in discharge between the two events.  At cross 
section C the contours of temperature are similar to the “wrap-around” pattern observed for other 
cases with mixing occurring up to the surface over the inner part of the downstream channel and a 
remnant surficial core of warm water positioned over the thalweg.  The pattern of UV for case 1 is 
characterized by outward advection of momentum near the surface and inward advection of 
momentum near the bed (cross sections B and C). In this case, the inward flux of momentum is strongly 
concentrated over the outer portion of the downstream channel at cross sections B and C, where the 
cool water from the KR is located, suggesting that the inward-directed advection of momentum may in 
part reflect reinforcement of secondary flow associated with helical motion by density effects.  At cross- 
section E, substantial mixing has occurred in case 1, whereas considerable variation in temperature still 
exists across the channel for case 7.  In case 1, the coolest water is located not in the deepest part of the 
channel, as would be expected from density considerations, but over the point bar along the inner 
portion of the channel. The advection of cool water upward over the point bar on the opposite side of 
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the channel at cross sections C and E indicates that secondary currents associated with helical motion 
are effective at transporting fluid inward and upward over the inner part of the channel in opposition to 
buoyancy effects. Overall, the patterns for Case 1 suggest that when density ratios are large (DR > 10-3) 
buoyancy effects may contribute to near-bed secondary flow and the transition of the pattern of mixing 
from horizontal to vertical thermal stratification immediately downstream of the confluence, but 
isolating these effects is difficult given the influence of other factors on mixing at KRCS.   
5.5. Change in Mixing Metric over Distance  
Overall, the amount of lateral mixing of the incoming flows between the upstream cross sections on 
the KR and CS and cross section E, based on changes in values of σxs, ranges from 28% in Case 10 to 91% 
in Case 12 (Table 2). The amount of mixing from upstream to cross section E, a distance of about four 
flow widths, exceeds 80% for six of the 12 measurement campaigns.  In several cases, the standard 
deviation of temperature values actually increases between the upstream cross sections and cross 
section A, resulting in a mixing metric greater than one at cross section A (Figure 12).  This increase in 
value reflects the influence of diurnal variation in water temperature on the standard deviations, which 
are not accounted for at the upstream cross sections, where the temperatures of the two incoming 
flows are assumed constant across each of these two cross sections.     
While mixing obviously increases from cross section A to E in all cases, the amount and rate of 
increase varies longitudinally among cases (Figure 10).  On about half of the dates pronounced mixing 
occurs immediately downstream of cross section A, resulting in generally concave-upward longitudinal 
profiles in the magnitude of the mixing metric. On other dates the longitudinal profile of the mixing 
metric is either convex-upward or nearly linear.  Plotting of the data by categories of MR < 1 and MR > 1 
indicates no grouping by type (convex, concave, or linear). 
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Figure 9. Temperature relative to cross sectional mean (a) and lateral momentum flux (b) for case 1 (left) 
and case 7 (right).  Note the temperature scales differ between measurement dates in order to facilitate 
visualizing patterns between dates with large differences in temperature range. 
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Table 2.  Temperature mixing values at each cross section.  Upstream values are normalized to 1 via 
equation 3.  The final column gives the total mixing accomplished in the CHZ (from upstream to E).  A 
value of 1 indicates no mixing from upstream, while a value of 0 indicates a fully mixed cross section. 
 
 
 
Figure 10.  Changes in mixing metric between cross sections A and E within the CHZ at KRCS.  Flow width 
is equal to the flow width at A and is variable between dates. 
 
 
Table 2.  Upstream Standard Deviation (equation 6) and Normalized Mixing Metric (equation 7)
Case Upstream
XS A* XS B XS B’ XS C XS D XS E
Total Mixing (%)
1 2.76 1 1.192 0.594 0.297 0.192 80.7
2 3.68 1 1.066 0.704 0.341 0.198 80.1
3 0.64 1 1.926 1.303 1.116 0.389 61.0
4 2.38 1 0.975 0.396 0.263 0.152 84.7
5 1.22 1 0.798 0.412 0.231 0.214 0.170 82.9
6 1.06 1 0.927 0.734 0.367 0.296 70.3
7 0.76 1 1.139 1.334 1.309 0.691 30.8
8 1.47 1 0.900 0.995 0.877 0.429 57.0
9 0.99 1 0.478 0.334 0.261 0.122 87.7
10 1.11 1 0.955 0.929 0.835 0.715 28.4
11 0.80 1 1.144 0.937 0.522 47.7
12 1.16 1 0.434 0.220 0.089 0.090 91.0
* A mixing metric greater than 1 indicates the cross section is "less mixed" than the hypothetical upstream 
cross section (difference in T at A is larger than upstream).  See text for discussion.
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6. Controlling Factors and Lateral Mixing Within the CHZ 
To determine possible relationships between the spatial change in lateral mixing within the CHZ and 
potential controlling factors of mixing, the total change in the value of the mixing metric between the 
upstream cross sections and cross section E (Δσxn) was plotted versus MR, QT, the depth of the flow at 
cross section A, (HA), and DR (Figures 11, 12, and 13 respectively).  For 0 < MR < 5, Δσxn generally 
increases with increasing MR, except for two points with low values of MR.  These two points 
correspond to flows (Cases 1 and 2) with density ratios that are at least an order of magnitude greater 
than DRs for all other flows (Table 1).  Excluding these two points from consideration yields a strong 
linear relationship between Δσxn and MR over this range of the data.  The high values of Δσxn for Cases 1 
and 2 suggest that strong density contrasts may promote substantial lateral mixing within the CHZ 
compared to cases with similar values of MR, but relatively weak density contrasts.  Although two cases 
(cases 4 and 12) have values of MR >> 5, the values of Δσxn for these cases are similar to those for cases 
MR ≈ 5.  This similarity seems to indicate that the influence of MR on lateral mixing at this confluence 
achieves its maximum effect at MR ≈ 5 and that further increases in MR do not enhance mixing.   
Values of Δσxn vary inversely with the magnitude of QT and HA within the CHZ (Figure 12).  Thus, the 
spatial rate of change in lateral mixing is greatest for small depths and total discharge and decreases 
with increasing total discharge and flow depths.  The inverse linear relationship between Δσxn and HA is 
particularly well defined (R2 =0.81), but a rather noticeable gap in data exists for 0.33 m < HA < 0.45 m.  
The plot of Δσxn versus DR for all cases does not reveal a relationship between Δσxn and DR (Figure 
13).  Over the range 0 > DR > 0.6x10-3, values of Δσxn vary unsystematically between 28% and 91%.  
Moreover, the two cases with the largest density ratios do not exhibit the highest values of Δσxn.  This 
lack of a relationship probably reflects the strong influence of other factors, particularly MR and 
depth/discharge, on mixing compared to the effect of DR. 
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Figure 11.  Relationship between MR and change in bulk mixing metric (change in normalized standard 
deviation from upstream to cross section E).  Red points are extremely high MR values and blue points 
are extremely high DR values.  
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Figure 12.  Relationship between bulk mixing metric and flow depth at cross section A (A) and total 
discharge (B). 
 
B 
A 
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Figure 13.  Change in mixing metric within the CHZ versus density ratio of the incoming flows.  
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7. Discussion  
The results of this study demonstrate the complex spatial evolution of lateral mixing within the CHZ 
of the confluence of the Kaskaskia River and Copper Slough for different ratios of momentum flux and 
density of incoming flows as well as for varying total discharge and flow depth.  Overall, the general 
pattern of mixing is similar for all events examined here, regardless of the values of momentum flux 
ratio, density ratio, or total discharge.  This general pattern, which is consistent with that documented in 
past studies at this confluence (Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995; Rhoads, 1996; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 
2001, Constantinescu et al., 2011; 2012) is characterized by cool water from the Kaskaskia River being 
transported inward and upward into the relatively warm water from the Copper Slough within the 
downstream channel.  Although this study did not include measurements of vertical velocities, three-
dimensional velocity data from the study site confirm that upward motion of the fluid over the inner 
part of the downstream channel occurs in conjunction with inward motion of fluid near the bed (Rhoads 
and Sukhodolov, 2001).  This pattern of mixing is the product of helical motion induced by flow 
curvature from Copper Slough as it enters into the CHZ and moves downstream (Rhoads and Kenworthy, 
1995; Rhoads, 1996; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001; 2008; Constantinescu et al., 2011; 2012).  This 
helical motion results in outward movement of near-surface warm water from the Copper Slough and 
inward and upward movement of near-bed cool water from the Kaskaskia River, which initially distorts 
the mixing interface and eventually produces complete mixing of the two confluent flows a short 
distance downstream of the confluence.  Although turbulent fluxes associated with the development of 
shear-induced coherent vortices within the mixing interface also contribute to mixing of the two flows, 
these fluxes (𝑢′𝑣′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ) are generally an order of magnitude smaller than advective (UV) fluxes associated 
with convergence and helical motion of the mean flow (Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2008).   
The comparison of two case studies with different momentum ratios suggests that increases in 
momentum ratio result in enhanced mixing as the lateral extent of secondary circulation in the 
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downstream channel increases.  This conclusion is supported to some extent by analysis of the relation 
between MR and Δσxn using data for all measured flows, which reveals a linear relationship between 
these two variables if cases with high DR and MR > 5 are excluded.  High DR may lead to strong density 
effects that enhance mixing, leading to large values of Δσxn even though MR is small (Figure 11).  The 
lack of increase in mixing for MR >> 5 could be due to geometrical constraints on the percentage of the 
flow cross sectional area over which helical motion develops at high momentum flux ratios.  Further 
outward shifts in the position of the mixing interface toward the bank opposite the lateral tributary (i.e. 
Copper Slough) once the momentum ratio exceeds a value of five may be limited by close proximity of 
the MI to this bank.  Another possible reason for the lack of increase in Δσxn with increasing MR for 
values greater than 5 is saturation of the strength of helical motion.  Recent work on meandering rivers 
indicates that the strength of helical motion can reach a point of saturation beyond which it no longer 
increases despite increasing curvature of flow (Blanckaert, 2010).  A similar effect may occur at the study 
site once curvature of flow becomes limited by proximity of the MI, which marks the outer boundary of 
curving fluid from the CS, to the outer bank. 
The comparison of the two cases with different total discharges and the plots of Δσxn versus Qt and 
HA both indicate that the amount of mixing decreases within the zone of measurements with increasing 
discharge and flow depth.  The finding lends support to the claim that mixing at a confluence is 
inherently a three-dimensional process that is sensitive to changes in the mean flow depth (Gaudet and 
Roy, 1995; Parsons et al., 2007).  It also seems to represent a scale effect:  the longitudinal distance over 
which lateral mixing occurs is inversely proportional to the length scale (depth) and volumetric rate 
(total discharge) of the flow.  As discharge and flow depth increase, the absolute length scale for helical 
motion to complete a full revolution of water parcels within the channel also increases and, because 
measurements of mixing were confined to a fixed length of the downstream channel, the degree of 
mixing over this fixed length (Δσxn) diminishes.  In other words, only part of the mixing process is being 
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captured at high flow within the fixed length of the measurement domain.  Increases in velocity with 
increasing discharge may increase the intensity of helical motion, especially for flows with high 
momentum ratios (and thus curvature of flow from the CS into the KR); however, this effect will be 
offset by the increase in length scale associated with increasing flow depth.  In the case of a high MR and 
low stage, helical motion will occur over a short distance, resulting in rapid mixing of the flows.  The high 
rates of mixing at low flows may also be related to topographic effects, such as rapid longitudinal 
changes in the width and depth of the flow as it moves from the upstream channels into the zone of 
scour within the CHZ, which will be more pronounced at low flow than at high flow. Such effects will 
accentuate local flow convergence and divergence as water moves through a channel that is changing in 
shape (e.g. width/depth ratio) over distance.  Acceleration of flow as it moves into the zone of scour 
may lead to vortex stretching and an increase in the vorticity of helical motion, which, in turn, should 
enhance mixing by promoting lateral and vertical advection of mass within the channel.    
The pattern of lateral mixing of the confluent flows in two cases with the largest density ratios 
(order 10-3) is basically the same as that for flows without strong density contrasts and the two flows 
become almost fully mixed over the same length scale as some flows that do not have large density 
contrasts.  Moreover, no discernable relation exists between Δσxn and DR for the complete set of data 
for KRCS.  These findings seem to indicate that density effects do not have a major influence on mixing 
at this confluence.  Nevertheless, the case study with the largest density ratio suggests that buoyancy 
effects may influence mixing when density contrasts are large.  Also, the two cases with the largest 
density ratios plot as outliers on the relation between Δσxn and DR (Figure 13), suggesting the density 
effects may be responsible for the anomalously high mixing rates for these two cases. Given that all 
other cases have density ratios an order of magnitude less than these two cases, then density contrasts 
may need to vary by an order of magnitude for the effect on mixing to be evident.  The lack of a 
relationship between Δσxn and DR may reflect the limited range in magnitudes of DR for this data set 
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(Table 1).  This study did not consider differences in suspended sediment concentrations, which can also 
contribute to density contrasts between confluent flows.  Suspended sediment data for KR and CS 
obtained immediately upstream of the confluence (Kenworthy and Rhoads, 1995) indicate that even 
large differences in suspended sediment concentrations between the incoming flows (i.e. an order of 
magnitude) will produce contributions of concentration to the density ratio on the order of only 10-5 
compared to thermal contributions on the order of 10-3 to 10-4. 
Past work on buoyancy effects at confluences is rather limited, but some evidence suggests such 
effects can alter patterns of mixing.  Jones et al (2007) introduce characteristic length scales which 
govern the distance downstream that a buoyant discharge entering an ambient fluid will mix by either 
diffusion or turbulence and where the transition will occur.  These length scales are dependent on the 
geometry of the ambient channel and are useful as an approximation of flow regime, yet this analysis is 
too simplified to accurately describe mixing at a confluence in three dimensions.  Downstream of the 
confluence of the Negro and Solimnões  rivers in the Amazon basin, the denser waters of the Solimnões 
slide beneath those of the Negro, transforming a vertical mixing interface into a horizontal one (Laraque 
et al., 2009). This transformation, however, does not greatly enhance rates of mixing of the two flows.  
Seasonal variations in density ratio between the Segre and Ebro Rivers in Spain also seem to primarily 
influence the pattern of mixing (Ramon et al., 2013).  In winter, when density ratios are small (order    
10-5) and buoyancy effects are negligible, the two flows are separated by a vertically oriented mixing 
interface and remain unmixed for large distances downstream of the confluence.  At other times of the 
year, density ratios as large as 10-3 lead detectable effects of buoyancy on mixing with vertical 
stratification of the two flows occurring downstream of the confluence – a stable configuration that 
inhibits mixing.  Clearly more work is needed to determine the possible influence of density contrasts 
and buoyancy effects on lateral mixing at river confluences.   
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Comparison of the results of this study with those for other investigations of mixing at and 
downstream of confluences (Gaudet and Roy, 1995; Rathburn and Rostad, 2004; Kabeya et al., 2008; 
Bouchez et al., 2010) is difficult because most past work has focused mainly on determining the mixing 
length, the total distance for complete mixing, or the mixing coefficient, the temporal rate of mixing.  
Few studies have examined in detail spatial variation in the pattern and amount of mixing as explored in 
this paper.  An exception is the work of Biron et al. (2004), who used numerical methods to simulate 
patterns of mixing downstream of laboratory and field confluences and then assessed spatial variation in 
the amount of mixing by calculating the standard deviation of a conservative neutrally-buoyant tracer at 
different locations downstream of these confluences.  Standard deviations reported by Biron et al. 
(2004) decreased by 10% five channel widths downstream of the junction apex at the concordant 
confluence and by 30% five channel widths downstream of the apex at the discordant confluence, 
where morphological effects on the flow enhanced mixing.  At the confluence studied by Biron and 
colleagues, which had a discordant bed, the decrease in standard deviation 3.5 channel widths 
downstream from the apex varied from 31% for a low flow to 18% for a high flow.  This increase in flow 
mixing at low flow versus high flow is consistent with the results of the present study.  Also, decreases in 
standard deviation 3.5 channel widths downstream of KRCS, which is a concordant confluence, generally 
exceed those reported by Biron et al. (2004) with 7 of the 12 cases exhibiting decreases in standard 
deviation greater than 70%.  Past research has shown the mixing length downstream of confluences can 
vary considerably, ranging from a few channel widths to many 10s or even hundreds of channel widths 
(Gaudet and Roy, 1995; Biron et al., 2004; Lane et al., 2008; Bouchez et al., 2010).  Although total mixing 
lengths were not determined for the cases at KRCS, the large spatial rates of change in the amount of 
mixing within the CHZ agree with past work (Kenworthy and Rhoads, 1995) and suggest that the length 
scale of complete mixing is relatively short at this confluence (≈ 5-10 channel widths).  
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8. Conclusion 
This study used temperature data collected at a small confluence for flows with different 
momentum flux ratios, total discharges and flow depths, and density contrasts to examine the factors 
that influence the amount of mixing at this confluence.  The results reveal the complexity of lateral 
mixing at this small confluence.  While mixing at river confluences is difficult to quantify in the field, this 
study confirms that temperature values and basic flow measurements can be successfully used to 
determine amounts of mixing and to qualitatively assess mixing patterns.  Major findings of this study 
include: 
1.  The mixing interface of a confluence is coincident to the 0-value line of lateral momentum flux 
which separates flow from each tributary.  The location and sharpness of this momentum flux boundary 
line, and in concert, the mixing interface, is governed by flow interaction within the CHZ which in turn 
varies in response to momentum ratio, incoming density difference, and topographic effects. 
2.  The basic pattern of mixing at the confluence involves tilting of the mixing interface as it moves 
into the downstream channel and advection of cooler fluid from the main stem upward and inward into 
warmer fluid from the lateral tributary by secondary currents created by helical motion. This helical 
motion is related to curvature of the tributary flow as it changes direction to become aligned with the 
orientation of the downstream channel.  Previous work at this confluence indicates that helical motion 
of the flow is the most likely reason for these secondary currents because the motion is coherent and 
quasi-stable (Constantinescu et al, 2012).  Channel form may constrict and steer the flow, but 
confluences with extreme amounts of bed and bank steering, such as discordant channels, are usually 
associated with randomly generated turbulence and not coherent secondary flow structures. 
3.  Large momentum ratios result in net outward shifting of the mixing interface toward the outer 
bank of the downstream channel and in expansion of helical motion over much of the downstream 
channel, which enhances mixing of the combining flows.  Thus, the amount of lateral mixing increases 
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with increasing momentum ratio, but only up to a point.  Above a momentum ratio of about five, 
amounts of mixing plateau and do not exhibit increases with increasing momentum ratio.   
4.  The amount of mixing over a fixed distance within the confluence hydrodynamic zone shows a 
strong relation to the total discharge and depth of flow within the confluence, indicating that the length 
scale of lateral mixing is dependent on the scale (volumetric rate, depth) of the flow.  
5.  Although no relation exists between the density ratio of the incoming flows and the amount of 
mixing, detailed analysis of thermal mixing for incoming flows with relatively high density contrasts 
(order 10-3) suggests that buoyancy may influence the pattern of mixing.  In particular, warm water from 
the lateral tributary extends over underlying cool water from the main stem, leading to nearly vertical 
stratification of the combining flows.  Moreover, the two cases with high density ratios also correspond 
to cases with exceptionally high amounts of lateral mixing within the CHZ suggesting that large buoyant 
forces may enhance mixing in these cases.        
6.  Amounts of mixing at this confluence are relatively large given the strong advective processes 
associated with helical motion at high MR and the effect of flow constriction and bed topography at low 
stages.  Within a distance of 3.5 channel widths from the junction apex, amounts of mixing, as measured 
by the change in standard deviations over this fixed distance, range from 30 to 90%.  At this small 
confluence, most, if not all, of the flow volume is subject to advective processes of momentum transfer 
from flow interaction and channel topography.  
The extent to which these findings can be generalized to discordant, symmetrical, or large-river 
confluences is unclear.  Additional field research is needed at other confluences to compare with other 
findings reported in this paper.  Laboratory and numerical studies, which can easily isolate the effects of 
specific controlling factors, are also required.  Future work that includes, but extends beyond the 
confluence hydrodynamic zone will help document the relative influences of fluvial processes within the 
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CHZ and downstream of this zone both on the spatial evolution of lateral mixing of confluent rivers and 
on rates of mixing.   
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